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 “Self-portraiture is something one should never get involved in, since it is wrong to lie even though 
one endeavours to tell the truth.” 

—— Ingmar Bergman (1918-2007)  1

Introduction 

 Before beginning my studies at Mills College, I had been working as a 

professional singer. I am classically trained, but for years performed primarily with 

jazz musicians, improvising and singing jazz standards. I performed live frequently, 

but had never recorded my voice. It wasn’t until gaining access to the recording studio 

at Mills College that I realized this. When I first spent time in the studio, I felt very 

uncomfortable with my recorded voice. Hearing one’s own voice, the whole body 

resonates so the voice heard is not the voice that plays back on the recording. To me it 

sounded disembodied. Compared with performance, certain qualities of my voice 

were lost.  

 Character defines a performer. Capturing a singer’s raw character poses a 

challenge for audio recording. Initially, my intent was to get the recording to sound as 

close to live performance as possible, as I thought that was the only way to capture 

my true character. But as I got more comfortable with the equipment and the space in 

the recording studio, I could finally see it coming through. I realized that this was 

going to be a journey, centered around bringing that feeling with you wherever you 

are, in any context. After multiple experiments in the recording studio, I arrived at the 

 As quoted in “Who is he really?” from Ingmar Bergman’s self portrait (1957) 1
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concept for Portrait; a sound installation that would be an aural self-examination, 

focused on expression through sound, representation, and interpretation. All of the 

sounds were recordings of my own vocal improvisations and are comprised of 

personal messages, memories and inspiring musical phrases. These sounds were very 

literal at first, so to obscure the source of the sounds I used audio processing in an 

attempt to distance myself. The intent was to obscure it just enough so as not to 

impose my experience on the listener. The listener can discover parts of their own 

journey within those layers of sound. The sounds are transformed into textural and 

ambient phrases that are distributed throughout the room via multiple speakers. 

 Equipment used to record and play back has a major effect on the final sound. 

I embraced this difference with using multi-quality speaker system, using the 

capability of the equipment as an effect on the final sound. The speakers were hung 

from the ceiling at various heights and locations to allow the audience to walk around 

the installation and experience the movement of sound between the speakers. Because 

of the way the speakers were hung, they sway subtly back and forth contributing to 

this movement of sound. 

         ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

 This paper, divided into six chapters, is a journey through the technical and 

creative process of making this installation. In the first chapter, I will discuss self-

referential artists that inspired me. In chapter two, I will discuss recording and the 

process of collecting the sounds used in the installation. In the third chapter, I will go 

through the technical process, how I first researched amplifier circuits and the 

circuitry of speakers, and then concluded that the most interesting sonic results are 

achieved by using many different speakers in their original cabinets. This leads to a 
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discussion about spatialisation. The fourth chapter is about the composition, which is 

a 20-minute loop with slow, gradual changes where there are no clear temporal 

limitations. In the fifth chapter, I discuss the importance of the visual, explaining the 

process of designing and assembling rotating objects that were crucial to the integrity 

of my installation.  Additionally, I will discuss light design, particularly how the lights 

cast shadows on the walls in the space expanding the visual effect of the objects. 

 Portrait was premiered at Signal Flow Festival 2017 at Slide Space 123, Mills 

College’s art gallery, and was one of two pieces I exhibited as my graduation thesis 

compositions. How another perceives a piece of art can never be assumed. Instead of 

explaining my preconceptions of the viewers’ interior experiences I asked a few of 

them to describe their thoughts to me. These quotes appear throughout this paper. 

Portrait 

“There is a sense of intrigue and discovery in the works of Ingibjörg Friðriksdóttir, a joyous 
playfulness with a loaded tide, an undercurrent that lures and invites contemplation. Whether a 
performance work onstage, or an installation, Friðriksdóttir´s pieces offer a bounty of 
experiences to the listener. The spatial experience plays an important role in her works, as 
even a work composed for solo piano displays important three dimensional aspects, and this is 
certainly of prime importance in her installation at Signal Flow. The viewer becomes a 
participant in a symphony of sounds, as he/she is drawn to the various sources of sound, small 
at first but become more powerful as one moves towards each source. The visitor feels 
empowered to explore and enjoy and ponder the mysteries that complete the story.” 

—— Arngunnur Ýr Gylfadóttir, artist 

 Music shares a connection with all other artforms through the styles and ideas 

that shape their creators. Since I couldn’t find another audio installation that was 

aiming to be a self-portrait I researched self-portraits in painting and photography. 

Apellas (c. 352-308 BCE), from antiquity, is credited with having painted the first 

known self-portrait in the world. The painting was lost through time but it is known 
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through brief descriptions in the literature of the 

Plutarch (c. 46-120), Pausanias (110-180) and 

Pliny the Elder (23-79). It wasn't until over a 

thousands years later, after the invention of the 

mirror, that self-portraits became a common 

subject in art.   2

 When researching self-portraits, many well-

known artists’ works inspired me, including those 

by Frida Kahlo (1907-1954) and Van Gogh 

(1853-1890). While I will not discuss every single one of the artists who inspired me, 

I will briefly mention three: Chuck Close, Joseph Ducreux, and Victor Brauner. 

 In his Self Portrait with a Plucked Eye (1931), the surrealist portrait of French 

Romanian sculptor and painter Victor Brauner (1903-1966), he portrays himself 

looking forward, with an odd hole in the place of one of his eyes. Instead of painting 

the eye realistically, it appears as if it has been plucked and peeled out of his head. He 

prophetically lost his eye in a fight a few years later. 

 The color of Self Portait with a Plucked Eye was the first aspect of the piece 

that drew me in. The painting contains brown and yellowish colors palette, colors that 

I imagined represented the state of his depressed mind, without knowing if the artist 

was truly depressed. I wanted to achieve such an effect using the coloration of sound, 

possibly with the use of audio effects. I also imagined that, while painting, Brauner 

was looking into a mirror and then focusing on expressing the unconscious to unlock 

 Andrew and Paul James, Painting Self-Portraits, (Marlborough: Crowood Press, 2

2016). 
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Picture 1: Brauner’s self portrait



the power of imagination in the style of the surrealists. This lead me to refrain from 

planning out my improvisations before recording sessions, and instead allowed me to 

let them flow freely as they came.   

 My second inspiration, Chuck Close (1940), is American and is considered a 

leading figure in contemporary art. Close creates his portraits in mixed media using 

drawing, painting and printmaking techniques, as well as paper collage and large scale 

Polaroid photographs. His first self-portrait was Big Self-Portrait (1967-68). 

 Close’s canvases are usually very large and cannot be perceived as a whole 

without some distance between the canvas and viewer. He divides his works into grids 

and fills them with cells, which are roughly executed regions of color that give a 

perceived “average” hue. His art makes sense from a distance but is pixelated when 

observed more closely. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.    3

 The Art Story, Chuck Close: American Painter and Photographer, <http://3

www.theartstory.org/artist-close-chuck.htm> (1 April 2017).
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Picture 2: Two portraits by Chuck Close, left Big Self-Portrait (1967-68) and right Self Portrait (2004-05) 

Picture 3: Self Portrait by Ducreaux



 I imagined that these ideas could 

be interpreted in sound. My installation 

would fit together as if it was a puzzle 

with speakers acting as cells; when heard 

from a distance, people could hear the 

whole. Each speaker would have its own 

character which could also be explored 

individually.  

 Going against the grain, making 

humorist portraits centuries before 

Brauner and Close, lived another inspiring portrait artist, Joseph Ducreux 

(1735-1802). His individualistic works attempted to break away from the traditional 

portraiture with realness, capturing the aspects of his subjects’ personalities, that 

might have shocked his fellow countrymen. He was interested in physiognomy: the 

belief that the study and judgment of a person’s outer appearance, primarily the face, 

reflects their character or personality. In one of his most well-known self-portraits, he 

painted himself in the middle of a big yawn. Ducreaux’s humor and individuality 

inspired me to look within myself for idiosyncratic details I could sculpt into this idea 

of self. He directly influenced my decision to include humor and sounds that are 

usually edited out, which represent a human realness, a quality that would bring me 

closer to capturing my character. 
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Picture 3: Ducreux yawning on his self portrait 



Specific recited material 

"The installation was hung in a sparse, windowless white room. Pops of pink and orange 
shapes were suspended from the ceiling, and each gently swaying pod contained a tiny 
speaker which played a different loop of the artist's voice. The affect was an enveloping, 
organic hive of sound that lived in stark contrast with the materials your eyes were seeing; 
neon acrylic and wires and blank white walls. The warm sonic atmosphere had you feeling as 
though you were floating through the installation, leaning in to try and catch the last words 
of some whispered, half-forgotten dream in a language you may or may not understand."  

—— Kim Kylland, current Mills undergraduate student 

 After my research of various artists working with self-portraits, I started to 

create sound material consisting of vocal improvisations for my installation. Before 

beginning to improvise and record I thought of all of the things that have inspired me 

in the past. I listened to inspiring music; I thought about inspiring poems or books I 

had read; I recalled memories; and sometimes I simply recalled a feeling. I did not 

prefer one method of self-reflection over another. I wasn’t trying to understand, 

rationalize, analyze, or explain. Some of the inspirations that came to mind were 

embarrassing - something I would have skipped if I had planned the process in 

advance. But in this method, I decided to exclude nothing. I opened up my mind and 

was simply there, with whatever showed up in that moment. By not making plans 

before entering the recording studio, I believe I got closer to my true self.  

 In this open space of experimenting, it became clear that those collections of 

sounds would not in fact make up a solid identity. The audio fragments don’t add up 

to a coherent whole, the self-portrait would only be an inconvertible experience of 

myself. With that said, I did not view that as negative but I hoped it would in-fact 

open up the possibility that each visitor entering the space could go on their own 

personal journey.  
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 I recorded hours of improvisations, which I would later edit into fragments 

that I used in the installation. Most of the words heard in the installation are recited in 

Icelandic. I chose not to include all of the material I recorded, because I didn't believe 

that it was of great importance to the listener’s experience. In the following chapters I 

will put forth two of the inspirations for my vocal improvisations and explain how 

they influenced the piece. 

From there on nothing existed except love 

 Salka Valka, a novel by Icelandic writer Halldór Kiljan Laxness (1902-1998) 

was one of my inspirations. Laxness is the only Icelandic Nobel laureate and his 

novels combine the tradition of sagas and mythology with national and social issues. 

Salka Valka, or A Woman in Pants, was originally written as a screenplay for MGM 

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), in Hollywood. The story depicts a young woman, Salvör 

Valgerður or Salka Valka, living in a small fishing community. In a letter to his wife, 

Laxness described the work:  

“The eponymous protagonist is described as ‘tall and strongly built’ with an expression 
encompassing ‘rustic virginity, dare-devilry, primitive charm,’ and ‘dressed like a fisherman: 
wide pants, the boot-legs reaching up over her knees, a pipe in her mouth.’” 

  

 When negotiations with MGM floundered, the script was transformed into a 

two-part novel. The themes reflect the author’s perennial concerns with the nature of 

love, the position of women in society and the role of the intellectual. Many chapters 

are full of visceral emotions and disturbing sexual acts perpetrated against young 

women.  
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 In 1936, the book was published in English. A reviewer from the Evening 

Standard wrote:  

“No beauty is allowed to exist as ornamentation in its own right in these pages; but the work 
is replete from cover to cover with the beauty of its perfection.”   4

 I was 14 years old when I first read Salka Valka, the same age as the 

protagonist in the beginning of the book. I was greatly influences by the novel and 

fragments of it have stuck with me ever since. I became an adult alongside Salka, and 

together we reevaluated our relationships to adults. We learned to depend on 

ourselves because as Salka Valka discovered, “perhaps one really has nobody but 

oneself.”   5

 While recording, I recited the following sentences from the book and recalled 

the feelings I had while reading it:  

“Í raun og veru var ekkert framar til nema ástin. Fyrir þessari nótu upprunans smáfjaraði 
alla aðra tóna burt, líkt og þegar maður sofnar frá margvíslegum skarkala til hins 
yndislegasta draums.”  

My translation to English reads:  

“From there on, nothing outside of love really existed. From this original note on, every other 
note faded away slowly, like drifting off sleep through a racket and into the loveliest of 
dreams.” 

Rhymes and Rhythm 

 During my improvisation, I also recited the poem “Fjallganga” (“The Hike”), 

by Tómas Guðmundsson (1901-1983). When I was a child I was given a picture book 

with this four-verse poem. It was one of the first things I learned to read. After 

practicing my reading skills daily, I was no longer reading it, but reciting it from 

memory.  

 Hallberg, Peter, Halldór Laxness. New York: Twayne Publishers, 1971.4

 BMJ Blogs: The Reading Room Salka Valka, < http://blogs.bmj.com/medical-5

humanities/2016/05/27/the-reading-room-salka-valka/ > (25 March 2017).
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 “Fjallganga” is about a young boy who goes on a dramatic hike where he falls 

and thinks he might die. Afterwards, he makes a promise to himself to never go on a 

hike again. Later in life, he brags about his accomplishment—that he managed to 

climb that steep mountain.  

The poem ends with these lines:  

Því hversu mjög sem mönnum finnast 
fjöllin há, ber hins að minnast,  
sem vitur maður mælti forðum 
og mótaði í þessum orðum,  
að eiginlega er ekkert bratt, 
aðeins mismunandi flatt.  

My translation reads: 

No matter how high men perceive 
the mountains to be, its best to believe 
what the wise man spoke so clear 
and molded in these words right here: 
Steep only exists in the human mind, 
it's really just flatness of a varying kind. 

 The poem has rhymed lines that form rhythmic elements. In addition to 

reciting the poem, I used the poem’s rhythms as ideas for improvisation. I also tried to 

recall the paintings and colors in the book, as well as the excitement of learning how 

to read. 

Technical Process  

When I walked into your installation, I felt like I was walking in a gentle forest of sound, and 
on a wonderfully subtle level. I had to stop to hear and to listen to the various sound sources. It 
was similar to the experience of trying to identify the location of a bird that you can hear 
singing, but the bird is hidden in one of the branches of a tree. Also, the visual and physical 
experience of the hanging sculptures was very intriguing, and it made me want to keep floating 
in and around them, seeing what I could capture--of you, and your sounds, and of "the art of 
it”. 

——Molly Holm, Vocalist, Composer and Vocal Teacher at Mills College.  
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 In this chapter, I will describe in detail the technical process used in the 

creation of Portrait. In this recording process, I discuss my experiment with multiple 

speakers which contributed input to my sound mixing in a multi-channel sound 

system. 

Recording and Effects 

 One of the questions I asked myself before recording was how the quality of 

the recording equipment would affect the final tone quality. I tested many different 

microphones and speakers. After talking to Les Stuck, Technical Director of Mills 

College’s Center for Contemporary Music, I came to the conclusion that I should 

either focus on variability of microphones or speakers. I had already begun my 

experiments with amplifiers, so I decided to use only one microphone, an AKG C414 

XLS, and record everything in the same space, the Center for Contemporary Music’s 

Recording Studio. After multiple recording sessions, I had collected many hours of 

material. I edited the mono recordings and made 18 folders, categorizing the sounds 

depending on what they sounded like, for example ambient, choppy, rhythmic, recited 

text etc. 

 After recording I decided to apply audio effects to my sounds. I applied these 

effects using Ableton Live, Max MSP, and Logic software, as well as the filters on the 

Moog IIIp analog synthesizer. With applying audio effects, I could expand my 

original sound palate, enhance the “color” of the sounds, achieve a wider pitch range 

and different rhythmic elements and it allowed me to extend the duration of the 

sounds. Furthermore, I felt that if the visitors would hear literal meanings of the 

sounds, for example me reciting a whole poem, they were less likely to go on their 

own journey of sound discovery. I never intended Portrait to be a literal 
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representation of myself. I believed that the feeling of the sounds would come through 

even though they would be processed and maybe with using audio effects, extending 

my sound palette, I would create a truer abstraction. With the origin of the sound 

source now obscured, the sounds transformed into textural and ambient phrases. 

However, at times the original sound broke through with those unmistakable human 

qualities like words or laughter. 

Amplifiers 

 At first, I was interested in finding out if improving the most basic circuitry of 

low quality amplifiers could increase their quality. I had come across an article on 

Circuitbasics.com, where the author claimed that by adding extra capacitors to the 

traditional LM386 amplifier, one could build “a great sounding amplifier.”   6

 Circuitbasics, Build a great sounding audio amplifier, <http://6

www.circuitbasics.com/build-a-great-sounding-audio-amplifier-with-bass-boost-from-
the-lm386/> (26 November 2016).
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Picture 4: Schematic for traditional LM386 audio amplifier



 

  

 

 

 

   After building two different amplifiers, I heard no difference. 

Professor James Fei suggested that I perform experiments with audio transducers on 

resonating materials. Since I felt that focusing on resonating materials was too close 

to David Tudor’s composition Rainforest, I decided to turn my focus to speakers with 

differing sound qualities. 

Speakers 

 After coming to the conclusion that building different amplifiers would not 

have a dramatic effect on the sound, I began researching powered speaker circuits 

with a built-in amplifier. I aimed to take speakers apart, repackage them all in the 

same type of enclosure, and then listen for different qualities. The reason I wanted to 

repackage the speakers was twofold: the enclosure of a speaker has a substantial 

effect on the sound and I wanted to research how different these configurations 

sounded. The second reason was that I was curious if these circuits were visually 

appealing and could be used as part of the visual aspect of the installation. 
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Picture 5: Schematic for “The Great Sounding” LM386 audio amplifier



 I bought five different speakers: two vintage speakers at a thrift store, one 

Boombotix-Boombot Mini, a Frisby FS-334U speaker and a Mobility AquaPlay 

Waterproof Bluetooth speaker. I was expecting the speakers to be screwed together, as 

it turned out they were glued. I found out that it was almost impossible to take the 

speakers apart without breaking the circuitry. I also realized that the circuitry was 

very simple and not interesting visually. The speakers that had sounded different 

before taking them apart, now all sounded very similar. I came to the conclusion that I 

would not take the speakers apart but would work with speakers with different tone 

qualities in their original cabinets. 

 In total, I used fourteen speakers in the installation: eight small and six bigger 

speakers. The small speakers were hung from the ceiling in a triangular object that I 

designed and built.  I didn’t want any cables running from an interface to these 7

 See further explanation of the triangular object in chapter Appearance p. 21.7
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Picture 6: Boombotix Boombot mini speaker that I broke in an attempt to take it apart.



objects, so I used battery powered and rechargeable speakers and mp3 players. I did 

experiments to determine how long the batteries would last. I ran all speakers for at 

least four hours, twice the duration needed for each time the installation was to be 

open to the public. 

 Then I examined the different sound qualities of the speakers, listening to the 

same audio sample through each of the speakers, to examine their characteristics. At 

first, I only familiarized myself with the small ones. They were very different: some 

were nasal, others were tinny, a few lacked low or high frequencies, but the most 

obvious difference was their amplitude. I would not design the sounds to better fit the 

speakers, instead I embraced these different sound qualities, playing the same sound 

through all of the speakers. The speakers were the last link in the chain of effects on 

my sound.  

 Each of the mp3 players had an individually composed track. I started these 

tracks in a certain order, but welcomed shifts in synchronicity; that shift was a part of 

the composition.   

 List of small speakers used:  

 Mobility: AquaPlay Waterproof Bluetooth Speaker 
 OrigAudio: Fold n Play Recycled Speakers 
 IHip: Batman Logo Mini Wireless Speaker 
 SoundBot SB571 Bluetooth Wireless Portable Speaker 
 JAM: Classic 2.0 Portable Bluetooth Speaker  
 Bower: Portable Bluetooth Speaker 
 Hype: Rechargeable Bomb Speakers 
 Telephone est: Model TST-CAT-SP-2 
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 To contrast these small speakers, I added three pairs of high quality ones: 

Behringer MPA40BT, Mackie SRM450 and Events ALP-5.  These six speakers also 8

had their individual tracks but were connected to an interface so the synchronization 

of these tracks was precise. I played around with them in pairs, as well as 

individually, and moved the same sound from one type of speaker to another.  

 I also built three amplifiers to drive small speakers. The sound of these 

homebuilt speakers was unsatisfactory—they had much lower amplitude and would 

quickly run into distortion, so much so that it was hard to install them into the 

triangular objects. After experimenting with these speakers, I decided that they were 

too different from the speakers I bought, both audibly and visually.  I decided not to 

use them. If I later decide to expand the installation to more speakers, I will further 

research the homebuilt speakers, more specifically on methods of achieving more 

amplitude without running into distortion. 

Specialisation 

 Different environment or emotional influences affect our voices, each voice 

holds multiple internal voices. The multi-quality of the fourteen-speaker sound system 

represented these multiple voices that live inside each human. Arranging the sounds to 

the speakers, I viewed it as an ensemble of instruments with different qualities, 

emphasizing the change of sound when a sound moved from one speaker to another. 

The biggest change was if a sound moved from a small, low-quality speaker, to the 

big high-quality speakers.  

 Each speaker plays one sound at a time: at no point is it layered. Silences in 

the tracks are frequent, just as in an ensemble arrangement. Not all the instruments 

 In future installs this can be changed to any high quality speakers. 8
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play constantly at once. These silences are emphasized when a speaker suddenly 

begins “speaking” and the sounds begin to move from one speaker to another.   

  

Composition 

“The piece was very intimate, like hearing soft voices that perhaps were only in my head, and I 
felt compelled to move around the space to see if I could catch the meaning of the sounds. It 
was visually stunning, a little disorienting but in a good way.” 

—— Nina Hubbs Zurier, artists  

 Composing the music was a challenge. I had collected a wide array of sound 

material and felt that a few snippets of sounds on repeat would not represent my 

conceptual idea of this piece being a portrait. I was aware that the viewers might 

spend limited time in the space. I made several different compositions using the same 

sounds. At first, I emphasized fast changes so the listener would hear new materials 

being introduced, to encourage curiosity and longer time spent in the space. However, 

when playing this composition through the speakers I disliked the fast changes. It was 

like getting to know a person on fast forward. The sounds felt out of place with the 

therapeutic, calmness of the atmosphere with the slow rotating speakers. I came to the 

conclusion that each listener did not have to experience the whole collection of 

sounds, so I composed a longer composition that develops over time. 

 At a typical concert, the music stops at the end and the listeners know they 

have consumed it all. In Portrait, the sound has already begun before the listener 

enters the space and will continue after s/he leaves. Even though the piece has a fixed 

length, a 20-minute loop, the temporal limitations become obscure because there is no 

clear beginning or an end. It is a space that unfolds in time, develops, repeats and 

transforms. Upon each entrance, one will know more and with longer time, gain a 
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deeper connection. What’s discovered depends on the location in the space so even 

though the loop is only 20 minutes long one can continue to discover new material. 

Similar to getting to know a person, one can only know parts and bits; it keeps on 

living with or without another’s presence. 

 For the first few minutes of the composition, the small speakers are in the 

foreground playing short, crunchy sounds, focusing on rhythm and the high register. 

Simultaneously, the six large speakers remain silent. Slowly, quiet sounds start to 

come in through the six bigger speakers, along with a low ambient bass tone. The 

small speakers then introduce new sounds: a few words and choral phrases, along 

with more varietal rhythmic samples. These sounds gradually move over to the larger 

speakers, but fade away again on minute 7.30. Complete silence in the bigger 

speakers follows for one minute. When entering again, the larger speakers introduce 

new material, focusing on spoken words. This will slowly mix with longer sustained 

tones and return to even shorter sounds—that is where the composition begins again.  

  

Appearance 

“I was impressed with the way Ms. Fridriksdottir’s installation opened up the small room to 
suggest a larger space. The Plexiglas objects’ shadows on the walls gave the impression there 
were more objects in the distance. The multiple sound sources–both near and far, emitting 
similar sounds–confused the audio image to suggest both near and distant sources. 
In the context of expansive spatiality, the choice of intimate sounds and ear-level speakers was 
delightfully disorientating. It's easy to create mystery in a large dark room; to do so in a small 
brightly lit room is an accomplishment.” 

—— Les Stuck, Technical Director at Mills College’s Music Department 

 Every sense makes a powerful impact on our experiences so the visual aspect 

of the installation was very important. The visuals set the atmospheric mood and 

invited the viewer into a space within my imagination. By creating a visually 
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interesting space I believed that I could 

lengthen the time each viewer spent in the 

space and then the visual creation would 

serve the composition by piquing curiosity to 

changes in the sounds. 

 Portrait’s premiere installation took 

place at Slide Space 123, Mills College’s new art gallery. The space has white walls, a 

high ceiling and is very reverberant. Because the speakers were supposed to rotate, 

they had to be hung from the ceiling. This allows the audience to gently push the 

triangular objects, setting them into rotation invariably. Each triangle slowly spins at a 

different rate. 

 Originally, I planned on installing the speakers in mirror boxes so the viewers 

would face multiple self-images while walking around in the space. Furthermore, as 

mentioned in the introduction, mirrors played an essential role in the history of self-

portraits. There were a few challenges using mirror boxes, though. Real glass mirrors 

were too expensive and hard to cut. It is difficult to glue together two-way mirrored 

acrylic sheets so I chose to use mirrored acrylic sheets where one of the sides was 

grey and the other was a mirror. The grey side was facing towards the inside of the 

box. Because it was important for me to be able to open the box to place the speakers 

inside of and recharge them regularly, I added hinges to the box. A local plastic 

fabricator built a demo box, which didn’t turn out as planned. The hinges, which I had 

pictured on the inside, were on the outside. The box was close to falling apart and 

where the sides met there were glue marks. Time was too limited to find a new 

fabricator and after seeing the mirror box I began to feel that mirrors might be too 
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Picture 7: The mirror demo box



obvious a connection to self-portraits and I began seeking other possible materials. 

Furthermore, putting speakers into a box changes the sound, and the sound of each 

speaker became more similar to the others. 

 I no longer wanted to install the speakers in an object that would affect their 

sound. I liked how different they looked and wanted to embrace their visual and 

acoustical differences. I needed a three-dimensional object to place the speakers in 

that would rotate if hung from the ceiling. 

 I sought inspiration in the design of lights, for example the Hektor Wood 

lamps from IUMI, because these lights are also objects that are hung from the 

ceiling.  I did multiple experimentations with all sorts of materials: wood, cardboard, 9

glass, mirror glass spray, metal repair tape, tubes etc. I ended up with a prototype, 

triangular shape cut out of cardboard and placed the speaker in the middle of it. 

 I chose a highly reflective material, transparent acrylic sheets in three colors: 

red, orange and yellow. Having first made a demo cardboard version I now designed a 

new version using the software Illustrator and making the cut with laser-cutters. In 

 IUMI, <https://www.iumi.de/> (1 February 2017).9
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Picture 8: The Hektor Wood lamps from IUMI were one of many light design inspiration. 



this second version, I decided to include a black plastic string that resembles audio 

cables. The string enclosed the objects without affecting the sound and made the 

objects more visually appealing. The viewers could not physically examine the 

speakers, they couldn’t touch them, but it was still visible that inside each object was 

a different speaker. The visual differences of the speakers were important to the 

installation. It was a clear clue that there were intentional differences between those 

objects, and without explanation the viewers got curious and spent time listen 

individually to their voices. I added small gap lines to each side of the triangles, 

where this string would thread through. 

 A speaker and an mp3 player were hung in the middle of each triangle, and 

they could rotate independently. The triangular objects were very clean and elegant 

but the speakers and mp3 players were clunky. I would have preferred to use smaller 
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Picture 9: Demo shape cut out of cardboard, then test sprayed with mirror glass spray and one corner 
covered with metal repair tape.



mp3 players, but chose the bigger ones 

out of budget constraints. In later 

installs, I would like to reconsider those 

players. 

 Shadows and reflections had 

replaced my original idea of using 

mirror material. Using shadows on the 

reflective material, I could expand the 

space, creating another dimension. Just 

like the sounds with different amplitudes the shadows were different in size, moving 

in different rate with the rotation of their shadow object. The shadows of the viewers 

blended into this forest of reflection, making each person entering the space a visual 

part of the installation, just like a person that becomes a part of one’s life and 

influences it. To create these shadows, I tried out the natural light of the space, floor 

work lights and a Lowel Light Kit designed for video recording, which I ended up 

using. I used two lights from the kit, placing them in opposite corners of the room. 

They cast beautiful colored shadows that moved across the walls as the objects 

rotated.  

Audience participation 

The listeners were asked to lightly push the objects so they would slowly rotate. This 

rotation would change the perception of sound and space since it depends on the 

direction of the speaker how loud it sounds in relation to a listener’s position in the 

space. It is impossible to touch sound but this I saw as a form of sound the viewers 

could manipulate. With the viewers participation, the composition became alive and 
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Picture 10: Each object looked the same but had 
a different speaker.



active. Even though the composition only lasts for a certain amount of time this 

motion emphasized my intension of an endless composition for there is no 

repeatability and this motion can’t be recreated. There is something to a human touch.   

The viewers entered a space where not only would their placement and decisions on 

rotation affect their experience but every other person in this space could also 

interfere with the others’ senses. This audience participation was rooted in the 

conceptual idea of the piece. A perception of a person is affected by multiple other 

people, affect by what you see and get to know. 

“The installation was beautiful and compelling, sonically and visually. It felt like a sonic maze 
walking through the room and wondering around the hanging speakers of different heights, 
and each speaker draws attention in a different way, in addition to the overall sound. the 
lighting was wonderful, and the shadow on the wall worked very well with the colorful 
reflections of the plexiglass.” 

—— Sophia Shen, current MFA graduate student at Mills College 
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Picture 11: Portrait premiere at Slide Space 123.



Conclusion 

 Language, isn’t just sounds and letters. A word’s original meaning is 

constructed by a set of social codes - a common consent within a community - but it’s 

meaning can be changed by it’s speaker with the use of such tools as tone, volume, 

pronunciation, enunciation, context and circumstance. It’s final meaning is then given 

by the receiver, in how it is understood, judged, perceived, valued. 

 In the same way, my self-portrait is not just an audio painting of how I 

experience my musical self. My meaning doesn't only revolve around how I was built 

and who I’ve become but also on how others sense and see me and my work. 

 Every human relies on their own set of codes to give meaning to the world. 

They can borrow from other’s for a while but they will never see the whole picture. 

The whole picture may not even exist. 

 The meaning of self will always be fragmented. There in lies the success of 

my Portrait, a broken picture signifying multiple selfs, created by everyone and no 

one. 
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 “Self-portraiture is something one should never get involved in, since it is wrong to lie even though 
one endeavours to tell the truth.” 

—— Ingmar Bergman (1918-2007)  1

Introduction 

 Before beginning my studies at Mills College, I had been working as a 

professional singer. I am classically trained, but for years performed primarily with 

jazz musicians, improvising and singing jazz standards. I performed live frequently, 

but had never recorded my voice. It wasn’t until gaining access to the recording studio 

at Mills College that I realized this. When I first spent time in the studio, I felt very 

uncomfortable with my recorded voice. Hearing one’s own voice, the whole body 

resonates so the voice heard is not the voice that plays back on the recording. To me it 

sounded disembodied. Compared with performance, certain qualities of my voice 

were lost.  

 Character defines a performer. Capturing a singer’s raw character poses a 

challenge for audio recording. Initially, my intent was to get the recording to sound as 

close to live performance as possible, as I thought that was the only way to capture 

my true character. But as I got more comfortable with the equipment and the space in 

the recording studio, I could finally see it coming through. I realized that this was 

going to be a journey, centered around bringing that feeling with you wherever you 

are, in any context. After multiple experiments in the recording studio, I arrived at the 

 As quoted in “Who is he really?” from Ingmar Bergman’s self portrait (1957) 1
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concept for Portrait; a sound installation that would be an aural self-examination, 

focused on expression through sound, representation, and interpretation. All of the 

sounds were recordings of my own vocal improvisations and are comprised of 

personal messages, memories and inspiring musical phrases. These sounds were very 

literal at first, so to obscure the source of the sounds I used audio processing in an 

attempt to distance myself. The intent was to obscure it just enough so as not to 

impose my experience on the listener. The listener can discover parts of their own 

journey within those layers of sound. The sounds are transformed into textural and 

ambient phrases that are distributed throughout the room via multiple speakers. 

 Equipment used to record and play back has a major effect on the final sound. 

I embraced this difference with using multi-quality speaker system, using the 

capability of the equipment as an effect on the final sound. The speakers were hung 

from the ceiling at various heights and locations to allow the audience to walk around 

the installation and experience the movement of sound between the speakers. Because 

of the way the speakers were hung, they sway subtly back and forth contributing to 

this movement of sound. 

         ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

 This paper, divided into six chapters, is a journey through the technical and 

creative process of making this installation. In the first chapter, I will discuss self-

referential artists that inspired me. In chapter two, I will discuss recording and the 

process of collecting the sounds used in the installation. In the third chapter, I will go 

through the technical process, how I first researched amplifier circuits and the 

circuitry of speakers, and then concluded that the most interesting sonic results are 

achieved by using many different speakers in their original cabinets. This leads to a 
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discussion about spatialisation. The fourth chapter is about the composition, which is 

a 20-minute loop with slow, gradual changes where there are no clear temporal 

limitations. In the fifth chapter, I discuss the importance of the visual, explaining the 

process of designing and assembling rotating objects that were crucial to the integrity 

of my installation.  Additionally, I will discuss light design, particularly how the lights 

cast shadows on the walls in the space expanding the visual effect of the objects. 

 Portrait was premiered at Signal Flow Festival 2017 at Slide Space 123, Mills 

College’s art gallery, and was one of two pieces I exhibited as my graduation thesis 

compositions. How another perceives a piece of art can never be assumed. Instead of 

explaining my preconceptions of the viewers’ interior experiences I asked a few of 

them to describe their thoughts to me. These quotes appear throughout this paper. 

Portrait 

“There is a sense of intrigue and discovery in the works of Ingibjörg Friðriksdóttir, a joyous 
playfulness with a loaded tide, an undercurrent that lures and invites contemplation. Whether a 
performance work onstage, or an installation, Friðriksdóttir´s pieces offer a bounty of 
experiences to the listener. The spatial experience plays an important role in her works, as 
even a work composed for solo piano displays important three dimensional aspects, and this is 
certainly of prime importance in her installation at Signal Flow. The viewer becomes a 
participant in a symphony of sounds, as he/she is drawn to the various sources of sound, small 
at first but become more powerful as one moves towards each source. The visitor feels 
empowered to explore and enjoy and ponder the mysteries that complete the story.” 

—— Arngunnur Ýr Gylfadóttir, artist 

 Music shares a connection with all other artforms through the styles and ideas 

that shape their creators. Since I couldn’t find another audio installation that was 

aiming to be a self-portrait I researched self-portraits in painting and photography. 

Apellas (c. 352-308 BCE), from antiquity, is credited with having painted the first 

known self-portrait in the world. The painting was lost through time but it is known 
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through brief descriptions in the literature of the 

Plutarch (c. 46-120), Pausanias (110-180) and 

Pliny the Elder (23-79). It wasn't until over a 

thousands years later, after the invention of the 

mirror, that self-portraits became a common 

subject in art.   2

 When researching self-portraits, many well-

known artists’ works inspired me, including those 

by Frida Kahlo (1907-1954) and Van Gogh 

(1853-1890). While I will not discuss every single one of the artists who inspired me, 

I will briefly mention three: Chuck Close, Joseph Ducreux, and Victor Brauner. 

 In his Self Portrait with a Plucked Eye (1931), the surrealist portrait of French 

Romanian sculptor and painter Victor Brauner (1903-1966), he portrays himself 

looking forward, with an odd hole in the place of one of his eyes. Instead of painting 

the eye realistically, it appears as if it has been plucked and peeled out of his head. He 

prophetically lost his eye in a fight a few years later. 

 The color of Self Portait with a Plucked Eye was the first aspect of the piece 

that drew me in. The painting contains brown and yellowish colors palette, colors that 

I imagined represented the state of his depressed mind, without knowing if the artist 

was truly depressed. I wanted to achieve such an effect using the coloration of sound, 

possibly with the use of audio effects. I also imagined that, while painting, Brauner 

was looking into a mirror and then focusing on expressing the unconscious to unlock 

 Andrew and Paul James, Painting Self-Portraits, (Marlborough: Crowood Press, 2

2016). 
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Picture 1: Brauner’s self portrait



the power of imagination in the style of the surrealists. This lead me to refrain from 

planning out my improvisations before recording sessions, and instead allowed me to 

let them flow freely as they came.   

 My second inspiration, Chuck Close (1940), is American and is considered a 

leading figure in contemporary art. Close creates his portraits in mixed media using 

drawing, painting and printmaking techniques, as well as paper collage and large scale 

Polaroid photographs. His first self-portrait was Big Self-Portrait (1967-68). 

 Close’s canvases are usually very large and cannot be perceived as a whole 

without some distance between the canvas and viewer. He divides his works into grids 

and fills them with cells, which are roughly executed regions of color that give a 

perceived “average” hue. His art makes sense from a distance but is pixelated when 

observed more closely. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.    3

 The Art Story, Chuck Close: American Painter and Photographer, <http://3

www.theartstory.org/artist-close-chuck.htm> (1 April 2017).
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Picture 2: Two portraits by Chuck Close, left Big Self-Portrait (1967-68) and right Self Portrait (2004-05) 

Picture 3: Self Portrait by Ducreaux



 I imagined that these ideas could 

be interpreted in sound. My installation 

would fit together as if it was a puzzle 

with speakers acting as cells; when heard 

from a distance, people could hear the 

whole. Each speaker would have its own 

character which could also be explored 

individually.  

 Going against the grain, making 

humorist portraits centuries before 

Brauner and Close, lived another inspiring portrait artist, Joseph Ducreux 

(1735-1802). His individualistic works attempted to break away from the traditional 

portraiture with realness, capturing the aspects of his subjects’ personalities, that 

might have shocked his fellow countrymen. He was interested in physiognomy: the 

belief that the study and judgment of a person’s outer appearance, primarily the face, 

reflects their character or personality. In one of his most well-known self-portraits, he 

painted himself in the middle of a big yawn. Ducreaux’s humor and individuality 

inspired me to look within myself for idiosyncratic details I could sculpt into this idea 

of self. He directly influenced my decision to include humor and sounds that are 

usually edited out, which represent a human realness, a quality that would bring me 

closer to capturing my character. 
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Picture 3: Ducreux yawning on his self portrait 



Specific recited material 

"The installation was hung in a sparse, windowless white room. Pops of pink and orange 
shapes were suspended from the ceiling, and each gently swaying pod contained a tiny 
speaker which played a different loop of the artist's voice. The affect was an enveloping, 
organic hive of sound that lived in stark contrast with the materials your eyes were seeing; 
neon acrylic and wires and blank white walls. The warm sonic atmosphere had you feeling as 
though you were floating through the installation, leaning in to try and catch the last words 
of some whispered, half-forgotten dream in a language you may or may not understand."  

—— Kim Kylland, current Mills undergraduate student 

 After my research of various artists working with self-portraits, I started to 

create sound material consisting of vocal improvisations for my installation. Before 

beginning to improvise and record I thought of all of the things that have inspired me 

in the past. I listened to inspiring music; I thought about inspiring poems or books I 

had read; I recalled memories; and sometimes I simply recalled a feeling. I did not 

prefer one method of self-reflection over another. I wasn’t trying to understand, 

rationalize, analyze, or explain. Some of the inspirations that came to mind were 

embarrassing - something I would have skipped if I had planned the process in 

advance. But in this method, I decided to exclude nothing. I opened up my mind and 

was simply there, with whatever showed up in that moment. By not making plans 

before entering the recording studio, I believe I got closer to my true self.  

 In this open space of experimenting, it became clear that those collections of 

sounds would not in fact make up a solid identity. The audio fragments don’t add up 

to a coherent whole, the self-portrait would only be an inconvertible experience of 

myself. With that said, I did not view that as negative but I hoped it would in-fact 

open up the possibility that each visitor entering the space could go on their own 

personal journey.  
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 I recorded hours of improvisations, which I would later edit into fragments 

that I used in the installation. Most of the words heard in the installation are recited in 

Icelandic. I chose not to include all of the material I recorded, because I didn't believe 

that it was of great importance to the listener’s experience. In the following chapters I 

will put forth two of the inspirations for my vocal improvisations and explain how 

they influenced the piece. 

From there on nothing existed except love 

 Salka Valka, a novel by Icelandic writer Halldór Kiljan Laxness (1902-1998) 

was one of my inspirations. Laxness is the only Icelandic Nobel laureate and his 

novels combine the tradition of sagas and mythology with national and social issues. 

Salka Valka, or A Woman in Pants, was originally written as a screenplay for MGM 

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), in Hollywood. The story depicts a young woman, Salvör 

Valgerður or Salka Valka, living in a small fishing community. In a letter to his wife, 

Laxness described the work:  

“The eponymous protagonist is described as ‘tall and strongly built’ with an expression 
encompassing ‘rustic virginity, dare-devilry, primitive charm,’ and ‘dressed like a fisherman: 
wide pants, the boot-legs reaching up over her knees, a pipe in her mouth.’” 

  

 When negotiations with MGM floundered, the script was transformed into a 

two-part novel. The themes reflect the author’s perennial concerns with the nature of 

love, the position of women in society and the role of the intellectual. Many chapters 

are full of visceral emotions and disturbing sexual acts perpetrated against young 

women.  
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 In 1936, the book was published in English. A reviewer from the Evening 

Standard wrote:  

“No beauty is allowed to exist as ornamentation in its own right in these pages; but the work 
is replete from cover to cover with the beauty of its perfection.”   4

 I was 14 years old when I first read Salka Valka, the same age as the 

protagonist in the beginning of the book. I was greatly influences by the novel and 

fragments of it have stuck with me ever since. I became an adult alongside Salka, and 

together we reevaluated our relationships to adults. We learned to depend on 

ourselves because as Salka Valka discovered, “perhaps one really has nobody but 

oneself.”   5

 While recording, I recited the following sentences from the book and recalled 

the feelings I had while reading it:  

“Í raun og veru var ekkert framar til nema ástin. Fyrir þessari nótu upprunans smáfjaraði 
alla aðra tóna burt, líkt og þegar maður sofnar frá margvíslegum skarkala til hins 
yndislegasta draums.”  

My translation to English reads:  

“From there on, nothing outside of love really existed. From this original note on, every other 
note faded away slowly, like drifting off sleep through a racket and into the loveliest of 
dreams.” 

Rhymes and Rhythm 

 During my improvisation, I also recited the poem “Fjallganga” (“The Hike”), 

by Tómas Guðmundsson (1901-1983). When I was a child I was given a picture book 

with this four-verse poem. It was one of the first things I learned to read. After 

practicing my reading skills daily, I was no longer reading it, but reciting it from 

memory.  

 Hallberg, Peter, Halldór Laxness. New York: Twayne Publishers, 1971.4

 BMJ Blogs: The Reading Room Salka Valka, < http://blogs.bmj.com/medical-5

humanities/2016/05/27/the-reading-room-salka-valka/ > (25 March 2017).
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 “Fjallganga” is about a young boy who goes on a dramatic hike where he falls 

and thinks he might die. Afterwards, he makes a promise to himself to never go on a 

hike again. Later in life, he brags about his accomplishment—that he managed to 

climb that steep mountain.  

The poem ends with these lines:  

Því hversu mjög sem mönnum finnast 
fjöllin há, ber hins að minnast,  
sem vitur maður mælti forðum 
og mótaði í þessum orðum,  
að eiginlega er ekkert bratt, 
aðeins mismunandi flatt.  

My translation reads: 

No matter how high men perceive 
the mountains to be, its best to believe 
what the wise man spoke so clear 
and molded in these words right here: 
Steep only exists in the human mind, 
it's really just flatness of a varying kind. 

 The poem has rhymed lines that form rhythmic elements. In addition to 

reciting the poem, I used the poem’s rhythms as ideas for improvisation. I also tried to 

recall the paintings and colors in the book, as well as the excitement of learning how 

to read. 

Technical Process  

When I walked into your installation, I felt like I was walking in a gentle forest of sound, and 
on a wonderfully subtle level. I had to stop to hear and to listen to the various sound sources. It 
was similar to the experience of trying to identify the location of a bird that you can hear 
singing, but the bird is hidden in one of the branches of a tree. Also, the visual and physical 
experience of the hanging sculptures was very intriguing, and it made me want to keep floating 
in and around them, seeing what I could capture--of you, and your sounds, and of "the art of 
it”. 

——Molly Holm, Vocalist, Composer and Vocal Teacher at Mills College.  
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 In this chapter, I will describe in detail the technical process used in the 

creation of Portrait. In this recording process, I discuss my experiment with multiple 

speakers which contributed input to my sound mixing in a multi-channel sound 

system. 

Recording and Effects 

 One of the questions I asked myself before recording was how the quality of 

the recording equipment would affect the final tone quality. I tested many different 

microphones and speakers. After talking to Les Stuck, Technical Director of Mills 

College’s Center for Contemporary Music, I came to the conclusion that I should 

either focus on variability of microphones or speakers. I had already begun my 

experiments with amplifiers, so I decided to use only one microphone, an AKG C414 

XLS, and record everything in the same space, the Center for Contemporary Music’s 

Recording Studio. After multiple recording sessions, I had collected many hours of 

material. I edited the mono recordings and made 18 folders, categorizing the sounds 

depending on what they sounded like, for example ambient, choppy, rhythmic, recited 

text etc. 

 After recording I decided to apply audio effects to my sounds. I applied these 

effects using Ableton Live, Max MSP, and Logic software, as well as the filters on the 

Moog IIIp analog synthesizer. With applying audio effects, I could expand my 

original sound palate, enhance the “color” of the sounds, achieve a wider pitch range 

and different rhythmic elements and it allowed me to extend the duration of the 

sounds. Furthermore, I felt that if the visitors would hear literal meanings of the 

sounds, for example me reciting a whole poem, they were less likely to go on their 

own journey of sound discovery. I never intended Portrait to be a literal 
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representation of myself. I believed that the feeling of the sounds would come through 

even though they would be processed and maybe with using audio effects, extending 

my sound palette, I would create a truer abstraction. With the origin of the sound 

source now obscured, the sounds transformed into textural and ambient phrases. 

However, at times the original sound broke through with those unmistakable human 

qualities like words or laughter. 

Amplifiers 

 At first, I was interested in finding out if improving the most basic circuitry of 

low quality amplifiers could increase their quality. I had come across an article on 

Circuitbasics.com, where the author claimed that by adding extra capacitors to the 

traditional LM386 amplifier, one could build “a great sounding amplifier.”   6

 Circuitbasics, Build a great sounding audio amplifier, <http://6

www.circuitbasics.com/build-a-great-sounding-audio-amplifier-with-bass-boost-from-
the-lm386/> (26 November 2016).
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Picture 4: Schematic for traditional LM386 audio amplifier



 

  

 

 

 

   After building two different amplifiers, I heard no difference. 

Professor James Fei suggested that I perform experiments with audio transducers on 

resonating materials. Since I felt that focusing on resonating materials was too close 

to David Tudor’s composition Rainforest, I decided to turn my focus to speakers with 

differing sound qualities. 

Speakers 

 After coming to the conclusion that building different amplifiers would not 

have a dramatic effect on the sound, I began researching powered speaker circuits 

with a built-in amplifier. I aimed to take speakers apart, repackage them all in the 

same type of enclosure, and then listen for different qualities. The reason I wanted to 

repackage the speakers was twofold: the enclosure of a speaker has a substantial 

effect on the sound and I wanted to research how different these configurations 

sounded. The second reason was that I was curious if these circuits were visually 

appealing and could be used as part of the visual aspect of the installation. 
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Picture 5: Schematic for “The Great Sounding” LM386 audio amplifier



 I bought five different speakers: two vintage speakers at a thrift store, one 

Boombotix-Boombot Mini, a Frisby FS-334U speaker and a Mobility AquaPlay 

Waterproof Bluetooth speaker. I was expecting the speakers to be screwed together, as 

it turned out they were glued. I found out that it was almost impossible to take the 

speakers apart without breaking the circuitry. I also realized that the circuitry was 

very simple and not interesting visually. The speakers that had sounded different 

before taking them apart, now all sounded very similar. I came to the conclusion that I 

would not take the speakers apart but would work with speakers with different tone 

qualities in their original cabinets. 

 In total, I used fourteen speakers in the installation: eight small and six bigger 

speakers. The small speakers were hung from the ceiling in a triangular object that I 

designed and built.  I didn’t want any cables running from an interface to these 7

 See further explanation of the triangular object in chapter Appearance p. 21.7
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Picture 6: Boombotix Boombot mini speaker that I broke in an attempt to take it apart.



objects, so I used battery powered and rechargeable speakers and mp3 players. I did 

experiments to determine how long the batteries would last. I ran all speakers for at 

least four hours, twice the duration needed for each time the installation was to be 

open to the public. 

 Then I examined the different sound qualities of the speakers, listening to the 

same audio sample through each of the speakers, to examine their characteristics. At 

first, I only familiarized myself with the small ones. They were very different: some 

were nasal, others were tinny, a few lacked low or high frequencies, but the most 

obvious difference was their amplitude. I would not design the sounds to better fit the 

speakers, instead I embraced these different sound qualities, playing the same sound 

through all of the speakers. The speakers were the last link in the chain of effects on 

my sound.  

 Each of the mp3 players had an individually composed track. I started these 

tracks in a certain order, but welcomed shifts in synchronicity; that shift was a part of 

the composition.   

 List of small speakers used:  

 Mobility: AquaPlay Waterproof Bluetooth Speaker 
 OrigAudio: Fold n Play Recycled Speakers 
 IHip: Batman Logo Mini Wireless Speaker 
 SoundBot SB571 Bluetooth Wireless Portable Speaker 
 JAM: Classic 2.0 Portable Bluetooth Speaker  
 Bower: Portable Bluetooth Speaker 
 Hype: Rechargeable Bomb Speakers 
 Telephone est: Model TST-CAT-SP-2 
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 To contrast these small speakers, I added three pairs of high quality ones: 

Behringer MPA40BT, Mackie SRM450 and Events ALP-5.  These six speakers also 8

had their individual tracks but were connected to an interface so the synchronization 

of these tracks was precise. I played around with them in pairs, as well as 

individually, and moved the same sound from one type of speaker to another.  

 I also built three amplifiers to drive small speakers. The sound of these 

homebuilt speakers was unsatisfactory—they had much lower amplitude and would 

quickly run into distortion, so much so that it was hard to install them into the 

triangular objects. After experimenting with these speakers, I decided that they were 

too different from the speakers I bought, both audibly and visually.  I decided not to 

use them. If I later decide to expand the installation to more speakers, I will further 

research the homebuilt speakers, more specifically on methods of achieving more 

amplitude without running into distortion. 

Specialisation 

 Different environment or emotional influences affect our voices, each voice 

holds multiple internal voices. The multi-quality of the fourteen-speaker sound system 

represented these multiple voices that live inside each human. Arranging the sounds to 

the speakers, I viewed it as an ensemble of instruments with different qualities, 

emphasizing the change of sound when a sound moved from one speaker to another. 

The biggest change was if a sound moved from a small, low-quality speaker, to the 

big high-quality speakers.  

 Each speaker plays one sound at a time: at no point is it layered. Silences in 

the tracks are frequent, just as in an ensemble arrangement. Not all the instruments 

 In future installs this can be changed to any high quality speakers. 8
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play constantly at once. These silences are emphasized when a speaker suddenly 

begins “speaking” and the sounds begin to move from one speaker to another.   

  

Composition 

“The piece was very intimate, like hearing soft voices that perhaps were only in my head, and I 
felt compelled to move around the space to see if I could catch the meaning of the sounds. It 
was visually stunning, a little disorienting but in a good way.” 

—— Nina Hubbs Zurier, artists  

 Composing the music was a challenge. I had collected a wide array of sound 

material and felt that a few snippets of sounds on repeat would not represent my 

conceptual idea of this piece being a portrait. I was aware that the viewers might 

spend limited time in the space. I made several different compositions using the same 

sounds. At first, I emphasized fast changes so the listener would hear new materials 

being introduced, to encourage curiosity and longer time spent in the space. However, 

when playing this composition through the speakers I disliked the fast changes. It was 

like getting to know a person on fast forward. The sounds felt out of place with the 

therapeutic, calmness of the atmosphere with the slow rotating speakers. I came to the 

conclusion that each listener did not have to experience the whole collection of 

sounds, so I composed a longer composition that develops over time. 

 At a typical concert, the music stops at the end and the listeners know they 

have consumed it all. In Portrait, the sound has already begun before the listener 

enters the space and will continue after s/he leaves. Even though the piece has a fixed 

length, a 20-minute loop, the temporal limitations become obscure because there is no 

clear beginning or an end. It is a space that unfolds in time, develops, repeats and 

transforms. Upon each entrance, one will know more and with longer time, gain a 
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deeper connection. What’s discovered depends on the location in the space so even 

though the loop is only 20 minutes long one can continue to discover new material. 

Similar to getting to know a person, one can only know parts and bits; it keeps on 

living with or without another’s presence. 

 For the first few minutes of the composition, the small speakers are in the 

foreground playing short, crunchy sounds, focusing on rhythm and the high register. 

Simultaneously, the six large speakers remain silent. Slowly, quiet sounds start to 

come in through the six bigger speakers, along with a low ambient bass tone. The 

small speakers then introduce new sounds: a few words and choral phrases, along 

with more varietal rhythmic samples. These sounds gradually move over to the larger 

speakers, but fade away again on minute 7.30. Complete silence in the bigger 

speakers follows for one minute. When entering again, the larger speakers introduce 

new material, focusing on spoken words. This will slowly mix with longer sustained 

tones and return to even shorter sounds—that is where the composition begins again.  

  

Appearance 

“I was impressed with the way Ms. Fridriksdottir’s installation opened up the small room to 
suggest a larger space. The Plexiglas objects’ shadows on the walls gave the impression there 
were more objects in the distance. The multiple sound sources–both near and far, emitting 
similar sounds–confused the audio image to suggest both near and distant sources. 
In the context of expansive spatiality, the choice of intimate sounds and ear-level speakers was 
delightfully disorientating. It's easy to create mystery in a large dark room; to do so in a small 
brightly lit room is an accomplishment.” 

—— Les Stuck, Technical Director at Mills College’s Music Department 

 Every sense makes a powerful impact on our experiences so the visual aspect 

of the installation was very important. The visuals set the atmospheric mood and 

invited the viewer into a space within my imagination. By creating a visually 
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interesting space I believed that I could 

lengthen the time each viewer spent in the 

space and then the visual creation would 

serve the composition by piquing curiosity to 

changes in the sounds. 

 Portrait’s premiere installation took 

place at Slide Space 123, Mills College’s new art gallery. The space has white walls, a 

high ceiling and is very reverberant. Because the speakers were supposed to rotate, 

they had to be hung from the ceiling. This allows the audience to gently push the 

triangular objects, setting them into rotation invariably. Each triangle slowly spins at a 

different rate. 

 Originally, I planned on installing the speakers in mirror boxes so the viewers 

would face multiple self-images while walking around in the space. Furthermore, as 

mentioned in the introduction, mirrors played an essential role in the history of self-

portraits. There were a few challenges using mirror boxes, though. Real glass mirrors 

were too expensive and hard to cut. It is difficult to glue together two-way mirrored 

acrylic sheets so I chose to use mirrored acrylic sheets where one of the sides was 

grey and the other was a mirror. The grey side was facing towards the inside of the 

box. Because it was important for me to be able to open the box to place the speakers 

inside of and recharge them regularly, I added hinges to the box. A local plastic 

fabricator built a demo box, which didn’t turn out as planned. The hinges, which I had 

pictured on the inside, were on the outside. The box was close to falling apart and 

where the sides met there were glue marks. Time was too limited to find a new 

fabricator and after seeing the mirror box I began to feel that mirrors might be too 
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obvious a connection to self-portraits and I began seeking other possible materials. 

Furthermore, putting speakers into a box changes the sound, and the sound of each 

speaker became more similar to the others. 

 I no longer wanted to install the speakers in an object that would affect their 

sound. I liked how different they looked and wanted to embrace their visual and 

acoustical differences. I needed a three-dimensional object to place the speakers in 

that would rotate if hung from the ceiling. 

 I sought inspiration in the design of lights, for example the Hektor Wood 

lamps from IUMI, because these lights are also objects that are hung from the 

ceiling.  I did multiple experimentations with all sorts of materials: wood, cardboard, 9

glass, mirror glass spray, metal repair tape, tubes etc. I ended up with a prototype, 

triangular shape cut out of cardboard and placed the speaker in the middle of it. 

 I chose a highly reflective material, transparent acrylic sheets in three colors: 

red, orange and yellow. Having first made a demo cardboard version I now designed a 

new version using the software Illustrator and making the cut with laser-cutters. In 

 IUMI, <https://www.iumi.de/> (1 February 2017).9
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Picture 8: The Hektor Wood lamps from IUMI were one of many light design inspiration. 



this second version, I decided to include a black plastic string that resembles audio 

cables. The string enclosed the objects without affecting the sound and made the 

objects more visually appealing. The viewers could not physically examine the 

speakers, they couldn’t touch them, but it was still visible that inside each object was 

a different speaker. The visual differences of the speakers were important to the 

installation. It was a clear clue that there were intentional differences between those 

objects, and without explanation the viewers got curious and spent time listen 

individually to their voices. I added small gap lines to each side of the triangles, 

where this string would thread through. 

 A speaker and an mp3 player were hung in the middle of each triangle, and 

they could rotate independently. The triangular objects were very clean and elegant 

but the speakers and mp3 players were clunky. I would have preferred to use smaller 
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covered with metal repair tape.



mp3 players, but chose the bigger ones 

out of budget constraints. In later 

installs, I would like to reconsider those 

players. 

 Shadows and reflections had 

replaced my original idea of using 

mirror material. Using shadows on the 

reflective material, I could expand the 

space, creating another dimension. Just 

like the sounds with different amplitudes the shadows were different in size, moving 

in different rate with the rotation of their shadow object. The shadows of the viewers 

blended into this forest of reflection, making each person entering the space a visual 

part of the installation, just like a person that becomes a part of one’s life and 

influences it. To create these shadows, I tried out the natural light of the space, floor 

work lights and a Lowel Light Kit designed for video recording, which I ended up 

using. I used two lights from the kit, placing them in opposite corners of the room. 

They cast beautiful colored shadows that moved across the walls as the objects 

rotated.  

Audience participation 

The listeners were asked to lightly push the objects so they would slowly rotate. This 

rotation would change the perception of sound and space since it depends on the 

direction of the speaker how loud it sounds in relation to a listener’s position in the 

space. It is impossible to touch sound but this I saw as a form of sound the viewers 

could manipulate. With the viewers participation, the composition became alive and 
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Picture 10: Each object looked the same but had 
a different speaker.



active. Even though the composition only lasts for a certain amount of time this 

motion emphasized my intension of an endless composition for there is no 

repeatability and this motion can’t be recreated. There is something to a human touch.   

The viewers entered a space where not only would their placement and decisions on 

rotation affect their experience but every other person in this space could also 

interfere with the others’ senses. This audience participation was rooted in the 

conceptual idea of the piece. A perception of a person is affected by multiple other 

people, affect by what you see and get to know. 

“The installation was beautiful and compelling, sonically and visually. It felt like a sonic maze 
walking through the room and wondering around the hanging speakers of different heights, 
and each speaker draws attention in a different way, in addition to the overall sound. the 
lighting was wonderful, and the shadow on the wall worked very well with the colorful 
reflections of the plexiglass.” 

—— Sophia Shen, current MFA graduate student at Mills College 
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Picture 11: Portrait premiere at Slide Space 123.



Conclusion 

 Language, isn’t just sounds and letters. A word’s original meaning is 

constructed by a set of social codes - a common consent within a community - but it’s 

meaning can be changed by it’s speaker with the use of such tools as tone, volume, 

pronunciation, enunciation, context and circumstance. It’s final meaning is then given 

by the receiver, in how it is understood, judged, perceived, valued. 

 In the same way, my self-portrait is not just an audio painting of how I 

experience my musical self. My meaning doesn't only revolve around how I was built 

and who I’ve become but also on how others sense and see me and my work. 

 Every human relies on their own set of codes to give meaning to the world. 

They can borrow from other’s for a while but they will never see the whole picture. 

The whole picture may not even exist. 

 The meaning of self will always be fragmented. There in lies the success of 

my Portrait, a broken picture signifying multiple selfs, created by everyone and no 

one. 
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